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Introduction 

The VMware vCloud® Architecture Toolkit™ for Service Providers (vCAT-SP) is a set of reference 
documents that are designed to help VMware Cloud Providers within the VMware Cloud Provider™ 
Program define, design, implement, and operate their VMware powered cloud platforms and services. 

vCAT-SP is completely hardware vendor agnostic, although some vendors are mentioned in the 
implementation examples because the examples are based on implementations that VMware has 
performed with customers in the field. 

The design guidelines and considerations highlighted in the vCAT-SP documentation are based on real-
world use cases and implementation experience gained from the field. The consumer (architect) will have 
the opportunity to choose design considerations that are important to the success of the cloud platform, 
and to consider interrelated design options holistically. For example, a requirement for higher 
performance might influence management and operations. 

1.1 Overview 

vCAT-SP has been developed so that each document can stand alone and provide guidance to the 
architect on implementing a specific part of the solution. For example, the Architecting VMware NSX for 
Service Providers document can be used by a service provider who has already implemented a core 
cloud product based on VMware vSphere® or VMware vCloud Director®, understands how this 
component fits into a wider solution, and knows how to design based on required outcomes and use 
cases. 

The vCAT-SP documentation is organized as follows: 

• General documents – Document map and introduction on how to consume and leverage vCAT-SP. 

• Service definition documents – Documents that enable the consumer to effectively define 
requirements for the cloud platform and determine what services to offer to their end users. 

• Architecture documents – Documents that highlight the logical design and operational 
considerations within a specific architectural domain. 

• Solution architecture example documents – Documents that provide solution architecture 
examples of a cloud platform. 

• Solutions and services examples – Documents that provide architecture guidance and 
implementation blueprints for value-add services and solutions that can be added to the core cloud 
platform. 

For more information and the latest news about vCAT-SP, visit: http://www.vmware.com/go/vcat. 

  

http://www.vmware.com/go/vcat
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1.2 Architecture Methodology 

The following figure shows the architecture methodology used to develop and build vCAT-SP. VMware 
takes real-world service examples, use cases, functional requirements, and non-functional requirements 
to formulate architecture documents that present the solution and identify logical and operational design 
considerations. 

Figure 1. Architecture Methodology 
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Using the vCAT-SP Documentation Set 

This section describes how best to leverage vCAT-SP for the successful definition, design, and 
implementation of your cloud platform and services based on VMware software.  

2.1 Functional Domains 

vCAT-SP addresses the following functional domains: 

• Unified presentation 

• Hybridity 

• Cloud automation and orchestration 

• Cloud operations and management 

• Virtualization platform 

• Storage and availability 

• Network and security 

The following figure depicts the relationships among the functional domains. 

Figure 2. Functional Domains 

 

 

2.2 vCAT-SP Document Map 

The following document map highlights the documents that are delivered as part of vCAT-SP. The 
document map is subject to change based on product direction, strategic priorities, and solution 
alignment. 
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Figure 3. vCAT-SP Document Map 
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2.3 vCAT-SP Document Overview 

The following table describes the documents in vCAT-SP.  

Table 1. vCAT-SP Documents 

Document Domain  Description Audience  

Introduction Documents Include the following: 

• Brief summary of vCAT-SP 
documents 

• Mapping of technology to product 

• Introduction to vCAT-SP 

• Instructions on how to consume  
vCAT-SP 

Everyone 

Service Definition Documents  Provide guidance on how to define the 
business, technical requirements, and 
cloud services that the provider wants to 
offer: 

• Platform characteristics and qualities 

• Cloud services and applications 

• Service and operations level 
agreements 

• Compliance and security requirements 

Include service definitions for:  

• Public cloud solution  

• Private cloud solution  

• Hosting solution  

• NFVI cloud solution  

Product Manager 

Cloud Solution 
Architect 

Virtualization Compute 
Documents 

Provide architectural guidance for the 
virtualization platform, which includes: 

• vSphere and vCenter architecture for 
service providers  

Cloud Solution 
Architect 

Cloud Operations and 
Management Documents 

Provide architectural guidance for cloud 
operations and management products, 
which include: 

• VMware vRealize® Operations™ 

• VMware vRealize Log Insight™ 

• VMware vRealize Business™ 

Cloud Solution 
Architect 

Cloud Operations 
Manager 
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Document Domain  Description Audience  

Storage and Availability 
Documents 

Provide architectural guidance for storage 
and availability components, which 
include:  

• VMware Virtual SAN™ 

• VMware vSphere Virtual Volumes™ 

• VMware Site Recovery Manager™ 

• VMware vSphere Data Protection™ 
Advanced 

• VMware vCloud Availability for vCloud 
Director 

Cloud Solution 
Architect 

Storage Specialist  

Network and Security 
Documents 

Provide architectural guidance for network 
and security components, which include:  

• VMware NSX® for vSphere 

Cloud Solution 
Architect 

Network Specialist  

Cloud Automation and 
Orchestration Documents 

Provide architectural guidance for cloud 
automation and orchestration products, 
which include: 

• VMware vCloud Director for Service 
Providers 

• Pivotal RabbitMQ 

• VMware vRealize Automation™ 

• VMware vRealize Orchestrator™ 

• VMware vRealize Code Stream™ 

Cloud Solution 
Architect 

Cloud Automation 
Specialist 

Unified Presentation Documents Provide architectural guidance and options 
for VMware Cloud Providers on: 

• Cloud management portals 

• Cloud end-user portals 

Cloud Solution 
Architect 

Cloud Automation 
Specialist 

Cloud Business 
Manager 

Hybridity Documents  Provide architectural guidance on: 

• Hybrid cloud provisioning 

• Hybrid cloud management 

• Hybrid cloud mobility 

• Hybrid application design  

Cloud Solution 
Architect 
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Document Domain  Description Audience  

Solution Architecture Example 
Documents  

Provide an end-to-end solution 
architecture for a given service model or 
value-add service or offering such as: 

• Hosting  

• Private cloud 

• Public cloud  

• Database as a service  

• Disaster recovery as a service  

• Migration as a service 

Cloud Solution 
Architect   

 

Solutions and Services 
Examples  

Provide architecture and example 
implementation blueprints for value-add 
services that can be added to the core 
cloud platform such as:  

• Disaster recovery as a service  

• Cloud migration as a service  

• Database as a service  

 

 

2.4 Recommended Reading Order 

vCAT-SP has been developed as modular building blocks. It can be consumed in different ways 
depending on your particular focus. Start with the service definition, then continue with the architecture 
domains, implementation examples, and value-add and specialist modules (as required). 

The following figure shows the recommended reading order for vCAT-SP. The appropriate documents for 
a consumer depend on the consumer’s role within the cloud project, the key features that are required, 
and the characteristics that the cloud platform must deliver. 

Figure 4. Recommended Reading Order Example 
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Cloud Computing and vCAT-SP 

Cloud computing leverages the efficient pooling of an on-demand, self-managed, virtual infrastructure that 
is consumed as a service. VMware cloud solutions offer a platform to deliver Infrastructure as a Service 
(IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a Service (SaaS). VMware Cloud Providers can 
also build additional “as a Service” offerings on top of their vCAT-SP cloud platforms to position 
themselves in their respective markets. 

3.1 VMware Powered Cloud Requirements 

According to the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), the key components of a cloud 
are on-demand self-service, broad network access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity, and measured 
service. 

A cloud platform starts with virtual infrastructure. Virtual infrastructure enables the agility and efficiency 
required to meet the characteristics of cloud computing. The cloud platform offers automated end-to-end 
delivery of services to end users, which is why workflow automation and orchestration are included as 
part of the VMware cloud solutions. 

VMware powered cloud solutions follow these basic NIST requirements: 

• The cloud platform must be built on a pooled, virtual infrastructure. Pools include CPU and memory 
resources, plus storage, networking, and associated services. 

• The cloud platform must provide application mobility between clouds, allowing the consumer to enter 
and leave the cloud easily with existing workloads. The ability to use existing consumer tools to 
migrate workloads to or from the cloud is highly desirable. Mobility of workloads between clouds 
requires cross-cloud resource management. 

• The cloud platform must be open and interoperable, allowing the consumption of cloud resources 
over open, Internet-standard protocols. Access to cloud resources does not require any other specific 
network protocols or clients. 

• The cloud platform must be a secure, trusted location for running cloud consumer workloads. 

• Cloud consumers must have the option and capability to protect their cloud-based workloads from 
data loss. 

• Cloud consumers must not be responsible for maintaining any part of the shared infrastructure and do 
not need to interact with the cloud provider to maintain the infrastructure. They are not responsible for 
storage and network maintenance, ongoing cloud infrastructure patches, or business continuity 
activities. The cloud must be able to run high availability workloads, and any faults occurring in the 
cloud infrastructure m be transparent to cloud consumers. 

Note For more information, see The NIST Definition of Cloud Computing 
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/nistpubs/800-145/SP800-145.pdf.  

  

http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/nistpubs/800-145/SP800-145.pdf
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3.2 VMware Alignment to Standards 

VMware continues to develop technologies that align with evolving cloud standards as defined by NIST 
and other global standards organizations. 

vCAT-SP focuses on the following areas: 

• People – Architects who will be developing the cloud solution, engineers who will be implementing the 
cloud solution, and operators who will be operating the cloud solution in real-time. 

• Process – Processes for architects, engineers, and operators. 

• Technology – Appropriate VMware technology selection based on use cases, service models, and 
successful validated design, deployment, integration, and operation considerations. 

NIST identifies four different types of cloud platforms: 

• Private cloud – The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for the exclusive use by a single organization 
compromising multiple consumers (for example, business units). It can be owned, managed, and 
operated by the organization, a third party, or a combination of each, and it can exist on or off 
premises. 

• Community cloud – The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for exclusive use by a specific community 
of consumers from organizations with shared concerns (for example, mission, security requirements, 
policy, and compliance considerations). It can be owned, managed, and operated by the organization, 
a third party, or a combination of each, and it can exist on or off premises. 

• Public cloud – The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for open use by the general public. It can be 
owned, managed and operated by a business, academic, or government organization, or some 
combination thereof. It exists on the premises of the cloud provider.  

• Hybrid cloud – The cloud infrastructure is a composition of two or more distinct cloud infrastructures 
(private, community, or public) that remain unique entities, but are bound together by standardized or 
proprietary technology that enables data and application portability (for example, cloud bursting for 
load-balancing between clouds). 

3.3 VMware Powered Cloud Service Definitions 

VMware service providers who are part of the VMware Cloud Provider Program deploy different cloud 
architectures and combinations of cloud architectures that align to the core cloud models (private, public 
and hybrid). The end-user experience when consuming a VMware Cloud Provider Program service is that 
of a unified hybrid cloud, where the customer’s VMware based on-premises services can be seamlessly 
extended and migrated to the cloud, enabling hybrid application delivery and management and leveraging 
existing tools and processes.  

vCAT-SP focuses on three main service models to enable VMware Cloud Providers to deliver a unified 
hybrid cloud experience to their customers: 

• Hosting (managed or unmanaged) – VMware Cloud Provider Program Hosting Services offer all 
the benefits of a dedicated software-defined data center and are engineered on vSphere, so they are 
100 percent compatible with end customers’ on-premises vSphere environments. This approach 
offers a unified hybrid cloud experience with the same advantages of improved availability, 
recoverability, performance, and scalability to run business critical applications with confidence. The 
hosting solution can be either managed by the provider or self-managed.  

• Private Cloud (managed or unmanaged) – VMware Cloud Provider Program Private Cloud 
Services are engineered on the VMware vRealize Suite, and are 100 percent compatible with end 
customers’ on-premises vSphere environments. This unified hybrid cloud experience provides 
dedicated software-defined data centers, which offer the required self-service consumption, 
availability, performance, and scalability to run business critical applications in the cloud. The private 
cloud solution can either be managed by the provider or self-managed. 
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• Public Cloud – VMware Cloud Provider Program Public Cloud Services are engineered on the 
VMware vCloud Suite®, with vSphere and vCloud Director at its core. This combination provides 
complete multi-level security and a multi-tenant architecture, which reduces complexity. The policy 
implementation can be consistent with your internal data center and VMware vCloud® Air™ yielding a 
unified hybrid cloud experience for your consumers. 

Each cloud model can also be enhanced to offer additional “as a Service” offerings developed by the 
provider for strategic product differentiation. 

3.4 Solution Area Technology Mappings  

The following diagram highlights the key solution areas to consider across each cloud service model and 
the VMware products that align to those areas. 

Figure 5. Solution Area to Technology Mapping 
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The following diagram shows the solution areas overlaid on top of the vCAT-SP functional areas.  

Figure 6. Conceptual Solution Building Block View 
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The following diagram depicts these products relative to the vCAT-SP functional areas. 

Figure 7. Hosting (Managed or Unmanaged) Solution Stack 
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The following diagram depicts these products relative to the vCAT-SP functional areas. 

Figure 8. Private Cloud (Managed or Unmanaged) Solution Stack  
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The following diagram depicts these products relative to the vCAT-SP functional areas. 

Figure 9. Public Cloud Solution Stack 
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